SPPS Graduation Rates Stable from 2014 to 2015

The four-year student graduation rates for Saint Paul Public Schools (SPPS) remain steady, with one high school’s rate a full 10 percentage points above the state average. The graduation rate for Black and Hispanic SPPS students increased and exceeds the state graduation rate for the second consecutive year.

2015 SPPS Four-Year Comprehensive Graduation Rates*

For the second year in a row, SPPS grad rates for Black students are higher than the state average at all schools

For the second year in a row, SPPS grad rates for ELL students are higher than the state average at all schools

Other highlights

- Focus and priority schools saw impressive results. Priority school Creative Arts Secondary’s baseline of 76.19% is extremely promising. Humboldt Secondary, a focus school saw noticeable increase of 8.84 percentage points.
- Two schools are showing three years of continual improvement: Highland Park Senior and Washington Technology Magnet.
- At both Washington Technology Magnet and Humboldt Secondary, all student groups saw increases from 2014 to 2015.

* Does not include: AGAPE High School, Bridge View School, Focus Beyond, Gordon Parks High School, Journeys Secondary School and LEAP High School

For more information, visit spps.org